IFC attempts revitalization

(Continued from page 1)

was that IFC meetings last term were too often boring or worthless; many houses resented being asked to attend without any guarantee that their houses would be discussed.

During the winter the IFC executive committee concentrated its efforts on the current IFC budget. In addition, the committee attempted to improve house relations.

The exec comm members spelled out several important tasks facing the IFC. First, the need to increase communication among the houses on all matters concerning each house. The officers of the IFC must keep themselves up to date by an effective IFC, through the communication of information to the houses on such necessary topics as finances and community relations.

Associate Dean for Student Affairs Richard Sorenson similarly urged the house presidents (or their designated representatives) to continue some form of joint organization. More attention needs to be paid to the long-range problems such as housing that can be dealt with in a more effective way in five or ten years; the IFC could be a useful way to begin tackling these. A second task is that much of the problems IFC executive committee concentrated its efforts on the current IFC budget. In addition, the committee attempted to improve house relations.
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